
Simply spiritual
Hello, my name is Dr Bhatia. I am a NHS GP, wellbeing consultant and
the founder of Humble (an organisation that helps bring out our best).

Do you have a spiritual side?
Spirituality has many meanings. Here it is about recognising a
quality, flowing through and beyond our lives. It can be sacred,
scientific and perfectly normal.
“Is our Soul the bit we all share?”

Spiritual practices have value in themselves and can also be
profoundly transformative, especially if we feel lost. *
* Spiritual needs in healthcare BMJ 2004;329:123

Lost and found

Transcending boundaries and easing uncertainties,
spiritual practices can offer a sense of center, direction &
peace. Regular practice can nurture our physical,
emotional and social health but for some they can be a
source of distress too.**
Also like the word “silence”, saying its name can make it
harder to hear, even though it is there all the time.

** Religion, spirituality and health ISRN Psychiatry. Dec 16;2012:

lighting the way
Perhaps we can help? Combining holistic insights, pioneering
science and simple practices, we offer support if you would like
to nurture your spiritual side.

Get in touch at www.humble.info
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Simply spiritual
We offer 4 levels of support which can be adapted to suit you. They are not specific to
any faith practice and are intended to simply nurture your spiritual Flame.

Ignite
Simple practices that invite a space for your spiritual spark to light.

Nurture
Deeper practices that support your flame as it develops.

Radiate
Powerful practices that invite spiritual integrity through your body,
experiences, situations and teams in your life.

Release
Gentle spaces that invite surrender. We have been honoured to share
these experiences with humble beings approaching death and
supporting their loved ones after.
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Ignite: a beginners spiritual practice

There are lots of spiritual practices. This is a 7 day plan to light your FLAME.
These can be powerful so if in doubt talk with your GP or get in touch with us.

FLAME
Focus with a little time (15 min) to be present without distractions.
Listen to your breath, just the best you can - tuning in with your body and mind.
Ask a simple question to open your awareness (examples shown below).
Make space for grace, courageously holding your beliefs and expectations lightly.
End with a deep breath and perhaps a gesture to release your practice. Well done.

Day Theme Example opening questions
1. Where Where am I now , ( do i begin/ end)
2. Past Where was I before I was born
3. Future Where will I be when I die
4. Purpose What does a wonderful life mean for me
5. Acceptance What challenges have I been given
6. Agency & Mastery How can I respond to my life with grace
7. Let go Could I flow with this moment fully

Well done
How was it for you? If it was helpful you can make it a habit by
allowing a regular time to nurture your spiritual FLAME (eg on
waking or pre bed). Do be gentle - missing a day is fine.

Perhaps we can help?
We offer wellbeing support tailored to you.  So if you would like
some more help being “simply spiritual” or to learn how to nurture
healthy habits (like sleep, eat, move and calm) that transform your
life, do get in touch.

Contact us at www.humble.info or email DrB@humble.info
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